We investigate a system of fermions trapped in a quasi-periodic potential from an open quantum system theory perspective, designing a protocol in which an impurity atom (a two level system) is coupled to a trapped fermionic cloud described by the non-interacting Aubry-André model. The Fermi system is prepared in a charge density wave state before it starts its relaxation. In this work we focus our attention on the time evolution of the impurity in such an out of equilibrium environment, and study whether the induced dynamics can be classified as Markovian or non-Markovian. We find how the localised phase of the Aubry-André model displays evidence of strong and stable memory effects and can be considered as a controllable and robust non-Markovian environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lately, a great deal of attention has been devoted to quasi-periodic systems, described by Aubry-André (AA) type Hamiltonians [1] . These models have been often compared to Anderson insulating systems for their ability of displaying similar localisation phenomena but in a controllable way. In fact, the localisation in the AA model is fully deterministic, making quasi-periodic geometries intrinsically different from true disordered systems [2] . Experimentally, AA models can be created by a combination of two periodic functions having non commensurate wave numbers. A bichromatic optical lattice designed in such way allows one to realise a quasiperiodic geometry for a trapped gas in a cold atoms setup [3] . In this system, the interplay between the quasi-periodic potential and the kinetic energy rules the metal-to-insulator transition [4, 5] .
The high level of tunability and control of the strength and shape of the external potentials forming the bichromatic lattice, make these setups a unique candidate to explore a series of interesting physical phenomena. Recently, interacting fermions trapped in quasi-periodic optical lattices were used to observe effects of many-body localisation and ergodicity breaking. Specifically, using initial high energy states with strong charge density wave order, i.e. an initial state with particles occupying exclusively odd or even sites, it has been shown how the relaxation properties of such a system vary in presence of a quasi-periodic engineered on-site potential. In particular, it has been observed how the crossover from ergodic to non-ergodic dynamics can be witnessed by monitoring the density imbalance in the occupation of even and odd sites at long times [6, 7] .
Furthermore, this system has been drawing attention as an interesting setup where to study impurity dynamics. In [8] it has been shown how, when adiabatically perturbed by local perturbations, a non local density rearrangement occurs. This allows us to introduce the novel concept of statistical orthogonality catastrophe [9, 10] . In [11] the effect of a sudden local perturbation was used to characterise time irreversibility, and the decay of the Loschmidt echo of the Fermi gas was found to be exponential or algebraic in the two phases of the AA model. In this last example the system was prepared in the charge density wave state before introducing the impurity potential. We are here interested in describing the AA model from an open quantum system theory perspective: we consider the fermions trapped in the quasi-periodic optical lattice to act as an environment for an embedded impurity. In this paper we link the open dynamics of the impurity to the Loschmidt echo of the gas but, instead of examining properties such as long time dynamics and functional decay of the echo itself, we aim at understanding whether the open dynamics of the impurity can be classified as Markovian or non-Markovian. Our aim is to explore the emergence of memory effects and see whether a Markovian to non-Markovian crossover witnesses the metalto-insulator transition typical of the AA model. Recent investigations of lattice systems as environment for impurities have looked, directly or indirectly, to the connection between non-Markovian effects and localisation in two very different setups. In [12] it was shown, for example, that for a system of coupled cavities with random disorder the non-Markovian character of the open system dynamics increases monotonically as the disorder is increased. In this setup the localisation phenomenon is exactly Anderson localisation, and for non zero disorder the dynamics is found to be always nonMarkovian. On the other hand, in [13] , a perturbed BoseHubbard lattice is investigated, showing how the superfluidto-Mott insulator transition roughly corresponds to a Markovian to non-Markovian crossover. In that work, however, the onset of memory effects and the critical point dot not coincide exactly. Rather, the onset of non-Markovianity signals a change in how the information travels trough the quenched lattice. These works establish a connection between memory effects and localisation phenomena, in the former case originated by a potential and in the latter one induced by the interaction between the bosons. By using as environment the AA model, and its unique features, we aim to gain new insight on the connection between non-Markovianity and localisation. When compared with the Bose-Hubbard model, where the parameter driving the superfluid-to-Mott insulator transition is the interaction between the bosons, we expect that, in an experimentally realistic scenario, the quasi-periodic potential may display a higher level of controllability. When compared with the 1D Anderson insulator, the main advantage is the existence of a well defined critical (non zero) point in the metal-to-insulator transition. For its experimental and fundamental interest we assume our environment to be a fermionic system prepared in a charge density wave state, before embedding the impurity in the lattice. In general, fermionic baths are much less explored environments in the open quantum systems community and, conceptually, since the environment is not initially prepared in an eigenstate, this scenario allows us to explore the dynamics of an open system interacting with an out of equilibrium environment, which will evolve even in absence of the impurity. In this context deriving a Master equation is a challenging task, but we overcome this limit by focusing our studies on noninteracting fermions. This allow us to compute exactly and efficiently the dynamics of the open system trough determinant formulas. Our work can be framed within the quantum probing paradigm, whose basic idea is the extraction of relevant information about a many-body system by monitoring the time evolution of an embedded impurity. In this framework the impurity acts as read-out device and permits, in principle, to extract information about the many-body nature of the environment by measurements performed exclusively on the open system. So far many protocols have been proposed to probe trapped cold atoms with quantum impurities, for example protocols that use the impurities as thermometers [14] or to measure quantum correlations in bosonic systems [15] , and to probe the orthogonality catastrophe in trapped fermions environments [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
The manuscript is organised as follows. In the second section we introduce the microscopic model considered: we describe in details the Aubry-André Hamiltonian, the impurity and the impurity-fermions interaction. We define our figure of merit, i.e. the Loschmidt echo of the trapped Fermi gas and the non-Markovianity measure. Throughout this work we quantify memory effects trough the measure proposed by Breuer, Laine and Piilo [21] . This measure is defined in terms of the amount of information backflow, i.e. the information that travels back from the environment to the open system during the dynamics. We then show how the exact solution for the time evolution of the impurity can be computed in terms of a determinant formula, i.e. the Levitov formula. In the following section, we study the Loschmidt echo, describe its behaviour for different values of the quasi-periodic potential, and quantify the memory effects related to the open dynamics of the impurity. We discuss the role of the lattice size, of the effective strength of the impurity-fermions interaction and of the phase factor present in the quasi-periodic potential. Finally, in the last section, we summarise our findings and show how the insulating phase is a source of dominant and robust memory effects.
II. MODEL, PROTOCOL AND METHODS
A one-dimensional gas of atoms trapped in a bichromatic optical potential confined to the lowest Bloch band can be described by the following tight binding Hamiltonian
in which J is the hopping parameter, ∆ is the the strength of the on-site potential, β is the ratio between the frequencies of the two optical potentials generating the lattice, andâ i ,â † i are standard fermionic ladder operators. The hopping parameter and the localising potential can be derived from the local forces and potentials acting on the atoms [22] . This model is known as Aubry-André Hamiltonian. It has been proven that, for irrational β, i.e. when the on-site potential is quasiperiodic, at ∆ > 2J the model shows a transition from delocalised to localised single particle eigenstates. Here, we aim at using a single atomic impurity to explore the features of the model in its two phases, the delocalised one and the localised one. We assume the impurity to be placed in a site of the bichromatic optical lattice, say i = x, and coupled to the lattice gas through a density-density interaction, which couples the internal levels of the impurity to the local number operatorn x . Furthermore, we assume that only the two lowest internal levels of the impurity contribute to the dynamics, labelling them |e , |g , and that |g is transparent to the gas. The interaction Hamiltonian reads, under these assumptions, as followsĤ
in which ǫ is an effective coupling constant. The chosen form of the interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) guarantees that the evolution of the impurity is a purely dephasing dynamics, i. e.
whereρ S (0) andρ E (0) are the initial states of impurity and environment respectively, which are assumed to be initially uncorrelated. By means of the Levitov formula [23] we can write the time evolution of the off-diagonal element of the reduced density matrix of the impurity as χ(t) = det(1 −r +re −iĥ e t e iĥ g t ),
wherer is a single particle operator depending on the specific choice of the initial state of the fermionic environment, and h e/g are the single particle counterparts ofĤ e/g = e/g|Ĥ AA + H int |e/g . Several measures or witnesses of non-Markovianity, based on different properties, have been proposed and employed in the attempt to define and quantify memory effects [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . In this work we follow the framework set by Breuer et al., which identifies non-Markovianity with information flowing from the environment to the open system [21] . This measure is built considering how the distinguishability between two quantum states evolves in time under the effect of a dynamical map. Distinguishability is defined here trough trace distance that, for two generic quantum statesρ 1 andρ 2 , reads as D(ρ 1 ,ρ 2 ) ≡ [21] identify a partial and temporary increase in trace distance with non-Markovian dynamics. Consequently, the non-Markovianity measure is defined as follows
which is often referred to as information backflow. In the case of a two level system undergoing a dephasing dynamics the maximisation over the optimal pair of initial states appearing in Eq. (5) can be carried out analytically. It can be shown that the optimal pair of states satisfy the relations (ρ 1 (0) −ρ 2 (0)) gg = 0 and |(ρ 1 (0) −ρ 2 (0)) eg | 2 = 1 [30] . With these conditions it is straightforward to show that the optimised trace distance is given by the absolute value of the decoherence function
With the ultimate goal of probing the fermionic environment we can design a Ramsey type interferometric protocol in which we assume the total initial state to be initially factorised as ρ(0) = |ψ ψ| ⊗ |Φ Φ|, with |Φ being the initial state of the fermionic gas and |ψ = 1 √ 2 (|g + |e ) the initial state of the impurity. In this case the Loschmidt echo L(t) of the Fermi gas and the off-diagonal element of the impurity reduced density matrix χ(t) are simply related by L(t) = |χ(t)| = | Φ| e −iĤ e t e iĤ g t |Φ |.
In the following we consider the initial state of the fermionic environment to be the so-called charge density wave state, in which only even or odd sites are initially populated by the fermions of the environment. Choosing to populate the odd sites, the initial state of the Fermi gas can be written as
where |0 represents the vacuum state. Contrarily to the usual assumption in open quantum system theory the initial state of the environment is not an eigenstate of the unperturbed Hamiltonian and will evolve in time even without the impurity (A pictorial sketch of the setup is provide in Fig. 1 ). In this situation, deriving a master equation by standard techniques is a rather challenging task. However, the coherences of the impurity can be computed exactly and efficiently from the determinant formula introduced in Eq. (4) as χ(t) = det(1 −n cdw +n cdw e −iĥ e t e iĥ g t ),
wheren cdw = i odd |i i|. The information backflow associated to this time evolution, combining Eq. (5), Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) is
where [t 1n , t 2n ] are the time intervals over which √ L increases. Notice that we have included the subscript "−" to highlight that during these time intervals some of the previously lost information regarding the state of the impurity is temporarily recovered. In the same fashion, summing instead over the time intervals in which √ L decreases, we can define the information outflow N + , i.e. the information that flows from the system to the environment. In what follows we consider a normalised version of the non-Markovianity measure in Eq. (5), defined as the ratio between the information backflow and the information outflow, as following
The non-Markovianity quantifier defined in this way is naturally bounded between zero and one.
III. RESULTS
In this section we show how, tracking the time evolution of the impurity coherences and quantifying the information backflow, the Fermi gas can act as a tunable environment where the amount of memory effects are determined by the strength of the quasi-periodic on-site potential.
We take β to be the golden ratio, i.e β = 1+ √ 5 2 , and the lattice length L to coincide with a number from the Fibonacci sequence. With this choice for the size of the lattice we can impose periodic boundary conditions and avoid effects due to the interaction of the impurity with edge states. We fix the position of the impurity to be x=1 and consider the sums in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) to run from i = − L−1
Where not specified otherwise we consider the phase factor φ = 0.
In Fig. 2 we start off by displaying the square root of the Loschmidt echo and show how it qualitatively changes as a function of the lattice parameters. In panels (a) and (b) of Fig.  2 we keep fixed the lattice size L = 377 and the fermionsimpurity coupling ǫ/J = 10 −1 and change the strength of the on-site potential. By varying ∆/J we can study how the response of the trapped gas changes in the two phases of the Aubry-André model. The two phases are indeed found to give rise to very different behaviours for the Loschmidt echo. In the delocalised phase, displayed in panel (a) of Fig. 2 , the Loschmidt echo appears to decay in time without displaying any appreciable structure in the time scale considered. In this regime the decay gets faster and faster as the ratio ∆/J is increased. In the localised phase, displayed in panel (b) of Fig.  2 , the decay of the Loschmidt echo appears to be suppressed for stronger values of the quasi-periodic potential and displays a series of clear and strong oscillations. As anticipated, revivals in the coherences of the open system undergoing a dephasing time evolution are signal of non-Markovian dynamics and memory effects. In the two phases the dependence of the behaviour of Loschmidt echo from the system size is also dramatically different. In the delocalised phase, displayed in panel (c) of Fig. 2 , the Loschmidt echo decays on longer time scales when the lattice size is increased. On the other hand, in the localised phase, displayed in panel (d) of Fig. 2 , the Loschmidt echo appears to be size independent as expected for a localised system.
To summarise these findings we now quantify the mem- ory effects characterising the impurity dynamics trough the non-Markovianity measure defined in Eq. (11) . The behaviour of the normalised information backflow R, illustrated in panel (a) of Fig. 3 , shows that in the localised phase of the Aubry-André model, the impurity dynamics is clearly strongly non-Markovian. However, for these values of the parameters, the metal-to-insulator transition of the AubryAndré model does not coincide with the Markovian-to-nonMarkovian crossover. This result appears to be effectively independent from the lattice size, as shown in the same figure. Interestingly, however, a greater role is played by the coupling between the fermions and the impurity. In fact, when reducing this interaction strength, the rise of strong memory effects shifts towards the critical point of the Aubry-André model. This is shown in panel (b) of Fig. 3 where the normalised information backflow R signals a sharper separation between the delocalised phase and the localised phase, as we decrease the values of the fermions-impurity interaction. In other words, the delocalised phase is extremely sensitive to small perturbations and already for small values of the probe-environment coupling memory effects occur. However, a sharp increase in R occurs at the metal-insulator transition point in the weak coupling regime, as seen in Fig. 3 (b) , blue dotted line. These memory effects appear also to be robust and stable in the localised phase in the sense that for different couplings the ratio between information backflow and information outflow, after the critical point, reaches comparable values.
It is important to stress that we are not claiming that the impurity dynamics in the delocalised phase of the AA model is fully Markovian, in fact, in panel (a) of Fig. 4 we show the Loschmidt echo of the Fermi lattice for ∆/J = 1.5 and even in this case we can witness some revivals. However, the resulting information backflow is found to be of several order of magnitude lower than the information outflow making it very difficult to detect in a feasible experimental scenario.
Moreover, it is strongly dependent from the lattice size. We conjecture, however, that in the weak probe-environment coupling regime and in the thermodynamic limit, the information backflow will vanish.
To conclude our analysis we finally briefly discuss the role of the phase factor φ appearing in the on-site potential of the Aubry-André Hamiltonian. In panel (b) of Fig. 4 the nonMarkovianity quantifier R is displayed for a set of random values of the phase factor φ. The effect of different phase factors is to shift randomly the rise of strong non-Markovianity in the critical region close to ∆/J = 2. For some values of the phase factor the onset moves farther from the critical point, while for others it moves toward it. Nevertheless, the trend appears to be similar after the metal-to-insulator transition with the ratio between information backflow and information outflow increasing as the quasi-periodic potential is increased as well.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our results contribute to explore the possible connection between the presence of memory effects in the impurity dynamics and localisation in the environment. We cannot claim that the Markovian-to-non-Markovian crossover, which we demonstrate occurs in this system, coincides with the metalto-insulator transition typical of the Aubry-André model. Nevertheless, the two phases of the Aubry-André induce very different behaviours in the impurity dynamics as witnessed by the Loschmidt echo, for an initial charge density wave state of the Fermi gas. When the environment is in the delocalised phase, we witness indeed negligible oscillations (from a realistic experimental perspective) and a strong dependence from the system parameters, such as the lattice length, the impurityFermi gas coupling and the phase factor present in the quasiperiodic potential. In the localised phase of the environment, for ∆/J > 2, the impurity dynamics is instead characterised by strong and robust non-Markovian effects. In this region the ratio between information backflow and information outflow becomes incredibly stable against the system parameters. In particular, it is size independent, as it is also the Loschmidt echo in this regime, and varying the coupling between the impurity and the trapped fermions does not affect considerably the non-Markovianity quantifier. These findings make the Aubry-André Fermi lattice a good and ideal candidate for a tunable fermionic environment allowing us to investigate fundamental phenomena of open quantum systems dynamics in a controlled way and using a non-trivial environment model.
